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Covering the top of her head which had lost its hairpins and accessories, Princess Mi was abruptly pulled 

to her royal guard Gong Sunyang’s side, and they once again fell to the ground together… 

 

Princess Mi’s pure princess heart was about to explode! 

 

Her dress, her clothes, her exquisite makeup—they were all ruined by these barbarians! 

 

Ahhhhh! 

 

Qiao Mu poked her head out from Mo Lian’s embrace and silently watched the princess sprawled on the 

ground pounding the ground incessantly. She felt that the princess was quite funny. 

 

Princess Mi was actually not annoying, only that her conduct was a bit childish at times. In addition, she 

never tried to empathize with others’ feelings due to her lofty position. That was why the words she said 

sounded a bit caustic and unpleasant most of the time. 

 

However, she was only just sixteen and was still young. She still had a long road to maturity in the 

future. 

 

This really was a farce. Murong Xun was slightly angered. 

 

A squadron consisting of 12 tercels indeed seemed very, very impressive in normal people’s eyes! 

 

But what did they amount to in the eyes of mystic cultivators?! 

 

Besides, other than Princess Mi’s normal royal guards, who among them didn’t have a contracted spirit 

beast by their side for self-protection? 



 

If they really were to let out their mystic beasts, they could subjugate the entire Shuwang City in four 

hours with their abilities, let alone this tiny Tercel Squadron! 

 

“Listen up, Akedo tribesmen. If you don’t want to die, leave without delay! When we counter-attack, 

you won’t be able to leave even if you want to!” Wei Nanfeng shouted coldly, his sneering voice 

broadcasting far and wide. 

 

An Akedo youth with small braids all over his head hardened his handsome face. He subsequently 

shouted from the tercel’s back, “You all were the ones who killed our Akedo tribesmen.” 

 

Xiao Mi screeched furiously, her face flushed in agitation, “A bunch of spineless cowards!! Weren’t you 

guys the ones who started it?” 

 

Qiao Mu turned her head to see the princess hopping mad while sporting a bird’s-nest hairdo, and the 

corner of her mouth twitched slightly. 

 

Mo Lian immediately sensed that the little fellow was in a laughing mood, and he lowered his head to 

look, a smile rippling across his eyes. 

 

Based on the fact that Princess Mi amused his Qiaoqiao into laughter, the Princess Mi that had been 

continually making a fuss the whole journey didn’t seem as repulsive now. 

 

“Akedo will prevail! Akedo will prevail!” The battle cry of the Western Wilderness’s Akedo Tribe instantly 

resounded across the whole sky. 

 

“Bang!” Amidst the battle cry, a crow-gold arrow shot into the sky and instantly hit a tercel. 

 



After the hawk desperately cried out in the sky, it along with its two riders plummeted from mid-air. 

With a crack, they smashed a small pit in the ground, from which neither hawk nor person crawled out. 

 

It was unknown whether they were dead, but they were probably half a breath away from dying 

anyways. 

 

Princess Mi gawked and turned her head around to look at the little girl who was peeking her small head 

out of Crown Prince Mo’s embrace and had silently lowered her crow repeating crossbow. 

 

Murong Xun, Wei Nanfeng, and the rest were also looking at Miss Qiao with twitching mouths. 

 

“Too much talking. Fight if you’re going to fight. What is the use in speaking so much nonsense?” The 

little girl gave Wei Nanfeng a disdainful look. You’re even shouting into the air. With that energy, you 

can shoot down the other party already, alright! 

 

 

Not the slightest bit efficient in handling matters, and you call yourself a prince? Bullsh*t prince! 

 

Wei Nanfeng looked aggrievedly at Mo Lian: ‘Your wife dislikes me, this really isn’t good!’ 

 

The latter rolled his eyes and completely disregarded him. 

 

Wei Nanfeng: ‘Abandoning his friends after finding a wife! Absolutely, breaking off our friendship!…’ 


